
TIMEXPERT RIDES

NIGHT SUCCESS
RENEWING SLEEP MASK



AT NIGHT YOU SLEEP, YOUR SKIN DOESN’T

The quality of the skin is closely linked with the time of rest.

At the end of the day, when you turn the light off and you get in “off mode”, your body begins its programme of restoration to repair 
the damage produced throughout the day. During the night takes place the period of greater cellular activity: the skin mechanisms 
do overtime. While we sleep our skin rejuvenates. It is the ideal moment for taking care of yourself with a specific treatment that 

helps promote and improve this intense activity.

Facial masks are living 
their great moment!

 » Powerful action

 » Immediate results

The latest beauty sleep that comes from South Korea is called “SLEEPING MASK”
Make the most of the night

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday... Now you can choose any night.
Using a mask no longer is a complicated ritual that, due to lack of time, we reserve for the weekend.

WHAT DIFFERENTIATES  IT FROM A NIGHT CREAM

•	 “Patch effect”.

• Strong load of detox ingredients.

•	 “Flash” results in a single night.

HOW IS IT USED

•	Simple and fast application. Spread with your fingertips 
and in just 1-2 minutes.

•	Only product at night (or after your favourite serum).

•	 It is not removed.

•  Next morning cleanse the skin as usual.



9 10 women 
declare they have reduced signs of ageing

after one month of use*.

Their opinion:
After one night**: 

80%
without signs of fatigue. 
Revitalised face.

93%
more hydrated skin. 
Refined	texture.

out of every 

30 ml

*Self-evaluation test – 50 women – Timexpert Rides Correction Cream Lines/Wrinkles + Night Success (12 applications).
**Self-evaluation test – 196 women.

 TECHNOLOGY 

GENTLE AND ENERGETIC EXFOLIATION

We have selected an extract of Lime Caviar capable of eliminating the dead cells from the skin’s 

surface without harming it. It polishes the skin’s microrelief revealing the skin’s natural luminosity 

and permeating it to favour the absorption of the other ingredients of the formula.

INFALLIBLE FOR STRESSED SKIN

A powerful complex, D-Tox-Control, highly effective to induce the two complementary 

mechanisms of skin detoxification that the skin has aimed at eliminating the damaged proteins: 

autophagia and the proteosome; both are vital for a skin with a healthy, luminous appearance.

THE “SKIN ARCHITECTURE” AND THE FIGHT AGAINST WRINKLES

Pro-Collagestine-Fill Technology is capable of improving the “skin architecture” and increases 

the production of collagen and elastin to intensely favour the skin’s natural “filling-in power”. It 

works against wrinkles from inside and improves firmness.

PEARLS OF VITAMINS FOR YOUR SKIN

Encapsulated Vitamins A, C and E that give the skin great anti-oxidising and anti-ageing benefits. 

Essential for strengthening the natural barrier of protection and thus prevent dehydration. The 

skin will look more youthful and radiant every morning.

So that all the active principles express their effectiveness fully they are suspended in a film-forming texture that leaves a flexible, 

continuous coverage on the skin. This makes it retain humidity providing the skin with a bath of continuous hydration. During the 

whole night it restores its supply of energy and establishes the repair mechanisms it needs to awaken rested and glowing, with a 

renewed texture.
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